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Over the last year or so, we’ve used a combination of disposable nappies and cloth / reusable nappies for
Toddler L. This has included premium disposable!nappies!like Pampers (http://thedadventurer.com/birth
/pampers-premium-protection-active-"t-nappies-saggonegrooveon/), supermarket own brand disposable
nappies such as!Tesco, and a range of cloth / reusable / hybrid nappies like Tots Bots, gNappies, Close
Parent, Charlie Banana, Daisybirds Kids and Piriuki.

I’ve been meaning to write about our experiences of reusable nappies for some time now and give our
views on the di#erent brands that we’ve tried.!Why? Well, before becoming a dad, I didn’t know anything
about using cloth nappies and assumed that disposable was the only option. I’ve since learnt though that
reusable nappies are a useful addition and / or viable alternative to disposables in your bum-changing
armoury.

Let’s start with the basics. Reusable or cloth nappies do exactly what you’d expect – the clue is
unsurprisingly in the name. Rather than disposable nappies which you throw away after single use,
reusable nappies can be worn!over and over again – you simply stick them in the washing machine!when
they are a bit pissy or crappy. This means that they can be used for months, if not years on end.

We’ve tried a lot of di#erent brands over the last year!– some of these were sent directly to us from
companies for review, some were sent to us for free!by our Local Council (https://www.dacorum.gov.uk
/home%5Cenvironment-street-care/recycling-refuse-waste/reusable-nappy-scheme) as part of a
real!nappy scheme and others were provided as samples because I was a tester for the Mother & Baby
Awards 2016.

What I’ve learnt is that a lot of reusable nappies are quite!similar in terms of what they do, the di#erence
is obviously how they do it. For instance, some brands use Velcro around the waist, whilst others use
poppers, or some will be all-in-one with the liner attached, whereas others will have a removable liner.
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We’re not full converts to cloth nappies, rather we use them alongside disposables. We always use a
disposable during the night, but then mix it up with cloth or disposable during the day depending on
where we’re going and what we’re doing. As such, we’re probably split at about 50/50 between disposable
and real nappies at present.

In our experience, some of the positives and negatives of cloth nappies include:

Positives

Reduces waste – As they can be used thousands of!times, there is less of an environmental impact
when compared to disposables which are!used once before thrown on the land"ll
Kinder to the skin – Cloth nappies use fewer (no?) chemicals when compared to disposables,
which make them better for your baby’s skin
Looks nicer – Reusable nappies come in loads of di#erent colours and designs, making them much
more aesthetically pleasing than your standard scabby disposable nappy
Cheaper – They have a higher cost up front, but over the long term (particularly if used on multiple
babies), can save you money compared to disposables

Negatives

Worse performance – Typically, we’ve had more leaks in reusable nappies and they need to be
changed more often when compared to disposable
Messier – Dealing with pissy and crappy cloth nappies is a little vom-inducing, particularly when
scraping a soft toddler turd into the toilet
More hassle – It can be a bit of a fa# to store dirty nappies, then wash and dry them!compared to
just throwing away
Bulkier – Cloth nappies are more padded and less streamlined than some of the disposables we
use

I’m far from an expert when it comes to real nappies, but as a regular user – that’s Toddler L, not me – I
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reckon I’m in a decent position to share my thoughts on the di#erent brands we’ve tried out. Here goes…

TotsBots EasyFit Star Reusable Nappy
The new TotsBots Easy"t Star is an update of the!Easy"t V4 nappy. It is an all-in-one cloth nappy,
featuring!an ultra-absorbent bamboo core (super soft on babies bum!), and has been "tted with new
features such as the waterproof tummy zone (to keep baby extra dry), seamless leg stitching and “no
escape” bu#er zones around the bamboo core, which ensure no leaks.!One size "ts most from 8lbs –
35lbs.

(https://i2.wp.com/thedadventurer.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Cloth-Reusable-Nappies-Review-
Tots-Bots-Easy-Fit.jpg)

The Easy"t Star nappies are the newest addition to our bum-changing armoury – they are also hot o# the
press as TotsBots only launched them on 24th March, but we were given advanced samples so have been
making use of them for the last few weeks.

Obviously, we’ve not had that long to try out these nappies, but from what we’ve experienced so far, we’re
really impressed. They are all-in-one, by which I mean that the soft liner is attached to the nappy. To use,
you simply fold the liner in half and underneath itself into a!hidden pocket, thus doubling the protection.
You then just put them on like a normal nappy using the Velcro tabs around the waist. You also have the
option of making the nappy smaller using the adjustable rise snaps on the front.

The Easy"t Star!is actually an upgrade on the V4 Easy"t (http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product
/B00IGB8HSC/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=B00IGB8HSC&
linkCode=as2&tag=thedad0b-21), which we also own and have used for a year. On the surface, the
nappies look quite similar, however some improvements – such as the waterproof tummy zone and ‘no
escape’ bu#er zones – have been made. We really like the V4s, but have experienced leaks on multiple
occasions which lets it down – for instance, just today the V4 nappy leaked after just one and a half hours
of use.
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Although we’ve not had the Easy"t Star that long, we have noticed a di#erence in absorbency and the
nappies are lasting much longer. We’ve had one leak in the new nappies after "ve hours of use, however
I’ve put this down to the fact that the nappies are new and will get more absorbent as they are washed.
Still, "ve hours is much better than one and a half.

The Easy"t Star comes in a range of cool!colours and patterns – we have Sweet Pea, Sugar Plum,
Pumpkin, White and the awesomely funky Treasure. These nappies start at £14.99 and go up depending
on the design.

The DADventurer Star Rating: 4.5 out of 5 Stars

!

Charlie Banana “2-in-1” Reusable Diapering System
Charlie Banana nappies are a one size nappy with organic cotton lining and hemp inserts which "ts most
children birth to potty. It’s a cloth diaper but with a smart front panel that gives you the option of tucking
in a disposable pad for those special occasions.!The nappy size is adjusted through altering the elastic
setting at the legs. The elastic is pulled tight for small babies and gradually released as babies grows.

(https://i0.wp.com/thedadventurer.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Cloth-Reusable-Nappies-Review-
Charlie-Banana.jpg)

I’m a big fan of the Charlie Banana (http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B004RDZ8DK
/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=B004RDZ8DK&linkCode=as2&
tag=thedad0b-21) nappies. Well, I say nappies, but we only own one so I should probably say ‘nappy’.!In
contrast to the TotsBots, these nappies come with separate reusable liners (disposable are also available)
that you insert into a hidden pocket of the nappy, much like a panty liner.

They then use tabs with poppers to attach around your child rather than a Velcro waist band. Although
this is more "ddly, we’ve found that it stops Toddler L being able to open the nappy like she sometimes
can with other brands. It also means that the nappy grows with your kid as you have various places to
‘pop’ the waist tabs.

From a performance perspective, I can’t remember a time when the Charlie Banana nappy has leaked. I
should point out that I use two inserts which gives great absorbency, although this does make them
bulkier when under clothing. It also continues to feel very soft, even after multiple washes.
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(https://i1.wp.com/thedadventurer.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Cloth-Reusable-Nappies-Review-
Charlie-Banana-Toddler-Wearing.jpg)

As you’d expect, a number of colours and designs are available – ours is yellow as you may have "gured
out from the photo!– and!cost £15.99.

The DADventurer Star Rating: 4.5 out of 5 Stars

!

Close Parent Pop-In New Gen V2 Reusable Nappy
Pop-in’s have stretchy tabs just like a disposable nappy for a snug "t around baby every time with a soft
waterproof shell that lets baby’s bottom breathe. There is a clever absorbent panel in the outer shell
which helps hold the wetness in the middle of the nappy to get extra dry time between changes.
The!award winning V2 Pop-ins have!hidden wash tab and greater $exibility in sizing and "t. The!specially
designed night time booster pops into the nappy to keep them dry overnight once they are sleeping
through.

(https://i2.wp.com/thedadventurer.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Cloth-Reusable-Nappies-Review-
Close-Parent-Pop-In.jpg)

The Pop-Ins (http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B007U4KXLA/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&
creative=19450&creativeASIN=B007U4KXLA&linkCode=as2&tag=thedad0b-21) were sent to us by the
Council as part of a reusable nappy scheme!and we’ve used them a lot over the past year. They come with
cloth inserts which, wait for it, pop in to the nappy using poppers, which I assume is where the name
comes from.!The nappies come with a Velcro waistband and adjustable rise snaps, meaning that they are
quite similar to the TotsBots apart from the all-in-one element.

You then also have the option of adding in another liner on top which attaches by a popper – this
increases the absorbency but does mean they are quite bulky. You can also use a night time booster
which should get your kid through the night, however we’ve not used these.
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